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1
We consider the quasilinear second order elliptic equation
< <Du q f x , u q g x x .=u s 0, x g G , 1 .  .  .A
 n < < 4  .in an exterior domain G s x g R : x ) A here n G 3 and A ) 0 .A
We intend to prove under quite general assumptions on the functions f
 .  n < < 4and g the existence of a positive solution to 1 in G s x g R : x ) BB
for some B G A by constructing a positive subsolution w and a positive
 .  .  .supersolution ¨ to 1 such that w x F ¨ x , x g G , for some B G A,B
 .and then by establishing the existence of a positive solution of 1 in GB
 .  .that is squeezed between w x and ¨ x .
w xThe theorem proved in Section 2 improves our recent result 1 .
2
 .Equation 1 is considered subject to the assumptions that f is locally
Holder continuous in G = R and g is of class C1.È A
 .A solution u of 1 in G for some B G A is defined to be a functionB
2 .  .u g C G such that u satisfies 1 at every point x g G . SubsolutionsB B
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 .  .  < <.of 1 , i.e., functions u satisfying Du q f x, u q g x x.=u G 0, and su-
 .  < <.persolutions, i.e., functions u satisfying Du q f x, u q g x x.=u F 0, are
defined similarly.
 n < < 4Let us denote S s x g R : x s B for B G A.B
We will need in the sequel the following result
w xLEMMA 4 . Assume that f is locally Holder continuous in G = R and gÈ A
is of class C1. If for some B G A there exists a positi¨ e subsolution w and a
 .  .  .positi¨ e supersolution ¨ to 1 in G such that w x F ¨ x for all x g G jB B
 .  .  .  .S , then 1 has a solution u in G such that w x F u x F ¨ x through-B B
 .  .out G j S and u x s ¨ x for x g S .B B B
We prove now
THEOREM. Assume that f is locally Holder continuous in G = R and g isÈ A
of class C1. If
< < n0 F f x , t F a x w t , t g R , x g R , .  .  . q
 . 1 .  .where a g C R , R , w g C R , R with w 0 s 0, then there is aq q q q
 .  .  .positi¨ e solution u x to 1 on G for some B G A with lim u x s 0B < x < ª`
pro¨ided g is bounded and
`
< <s a s q g s ds - `. .  .H
0
Proof. Let us consider the differential equation
d dy dy
ny1 ny1 nr q r a r w y q r g r s 0, r G 1, 2 .  .  .  .0 5dr dr dr
 .  .  .  < <.   .where w t s w t for t g R and w t s yw t for t F 0 since w 00 q
1 ..s 0 we see that w g C R, R .0
The change of variables
 .1r ny21
r s b s s s , h s s s y b s , .  .  . . 5n y 2
 .transforms 2 into
1 h s .
h0 s s b9 s b s a b s w .  .  .  . . 0  /n y 2 s
h s .
qb9 s b s g b s h9 s y s 0. .  .  .  . .  5s
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 . 1 .Since w 0 s 0 and w g C R, R , there is an M ) 0 such that0 0
<  . < < < < <w x F M x for x F 2.0
Let us denote
< <M b9 s b s a b s b9 s b s g b s .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
b s s q , s G 1, .
n y 2 s s
c s s b9 s b s g b s , s G 1. .  .  .  . .
` w  . <  . <x ` <  . <Since H s a s q g s ds - ` we have that H c s ds - ` and0 1
`  . ` `  .H sb s ds - ` which yields H H b s dsdt - `.1 1 t
  . ny24Let T G max 1, n y 2 A be such that
` `
`2H < c j . < djT2 e b s dsdt F 1. .H H
T t
Let us show that the differential equation
h0 s q c s h9 s q b s h s s 0, s G T , 3 .  .  .  .  .  .
 . <  . <  .has a solution h s such that h s y 1 F 1 for all s G T and lim h ssª`
s 1.
 w . .  .We consider the Banach space X s x g C T , ` , R : x t bounded on
w .4T , ` with the supremum norm. Let
<K s x g X : x t y 1 F 1, t G T . 4 .
and define the map
` `
` `H c j .dj yH c j .djs rF : K ª X , Fx t s 1 y e e b r x r drds, t G T . .  .  .H H
t s
 .Let us show that F is compact and F K ; K.
 .Let x g K. Since 0 F x t F 2 for t G T , we have
` `
` `H c j .dj yH c j .djs r0 F e e b r x r drds .  .H H
r s
` `
`2H < c j . < djTF 2 e b r drds F 1, t G T , .H H
t s
 .thus F K ; K.
 4To prove that F is compact, let x be a sequence in K. Denoten nG1
`
` `H c j .dj yH c j .djs rf s s e e b r x r dr , s G T . .  .  .Hn n
s
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1w . . ` <  . <Then f g L T , ` , R with lim H f s ds s 0 uniformly in n G 1,n pª` p n
and
` ` `
`2H < c j . < djT< <f s ds F 2 e b s dsdt F 1, n G 1. .  .H H Hn
T T t
Let e ) 0. By the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem we have that
` sqg
`yH c j .djrlim e b r drds s 0. .H H
gª0 T s
` `
` `H c j .dj H c j .djsq g s< <lim e y e b r drds s 0. .H H
gª0 T s
thus there is a g ) 0 such that
` esqd` `H < c j . < dj yH c j .djT r < <2 e e b r drds - , d F g , .H H 2T s
` ` e` ` `H < c j . < dj H c  j .dj H c j .djT sqd s< < < <2 e e y e b r drds - , d F g . .H H 2T s
 .Since 0 F x t F 2 for all t G T and n G 1, the previous choice of gn
enables us to deduce that
` ` sqd` `H < c j . < dj yH c j .djT r< <f s q d y f s ds F 2 e e b r drds .  .  .H H Hn n
T T s
`
` ` `H < c j . < dj H c j .dj H c j .djT sqd s< <q2 e e y eH
T
`
< <= b r drds - e , n G 1, d F g . .H
s
 w x.  4By Riesz's theorem see 3 , the sequence f is compact inn nG1
1w . .L T , ` , R so that, in view of the relation
`
Fx t s 1 y f s ds, t G T , n G 1, .  .Hn n
t
 4we have that the sequence Fx is compact in K. This proves that F isn nG1
a compact map.
 w x.By the Schauder fixed point theorem see 3 }obviously K is
convex}the map F has a fixed point h g K. It is easy to verify that h is a
 . w .  .solution of 3 that is nonnegative in T , ` and satisfies lim h s s 1.sª`
 . Take T G T so that h s ) 0 for s G T and let B s 1r1 1
 .. .1rny2.n y 2 T G A.1
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 .  .  . < <  .Let us define ¨ x s y r s h s rs for r s x G B, where r s b s .
 .  .Since lim h s s 1 we have that lim ¨ x s 0.sª` < x < ª`
 .We have that ¨ x ) 0 on S j G andB B
d dy
ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1r D¨ x s r q r f x , ¨ x q r g r x .=¨ x .  .  .  . . 5dr dr
d dy dy
ny1 ny1 ns r q r f x , ¨ x q r g r .  . . 5dr dr dr
d dy dy
ny1 ny1 nF r q r a r w y r q r g r .  .  . . 5dr dr dr
1 h s .
s h0 s q b9 s b s a b s w .  .  .  . . 0  /n y 2 s
h s .
q b9 s b s g b s h9 s y .  .  .  . .  5s
F h0 s q c s h9 s q b s h s s 0, r G B , .  .  .  .  .
 .  .so that ¨ is a supersolution to 1 on G . Clearly w x s 0 satisfiesB
< <Dw x q f x , w x q g x x .=w x G 0, x g G . .  .  .  . . B
 .  .By the Lemma we deduce that 1 has a solution u x in G withB
 .  .  . < <  .  . < <w x F u x F ¨ x for x ) B and u x s ¨ x for x s B.
 <  . <4Since g is bounded there is an k ) 0 with sup g t q 1r2 B F k.t G1
Define for e ) 0,
u x s inf u x q e eyk < x < 2 , x g S j G , 4 .  .e B B
xgSB
 .  .where u x is the solution of 1 in G , and let us consider the operatorB
2< <Lz s D z q g x x .=z , z g C G l C G . .  .  .B B
 w x.Observe that see also 1
2yk BL u q e e y u - 0, x g G , /e B
and, on the other hand,
2yk Bu x q e e y u x ) 0, x g S . .  .e B
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 .  .Since u x G 0 on G and u x is bounded on G , the functionB e B
 .  . yk B 2  .z x s u x q e e y u x , x g G j S has a finite infimum in Ge e B B B
j S . The existence of an x g G withB 0 B
z x s inf z x 4 .  .e 0 e
xgG jSB B
 .  .  .would imply D z x G 0 and =z x s 0, so that Lz x G 0 which ise 0 e 0 e 0
not possible. Thus
0 - inf z x s inf z x 4  4 .  .e e
xgS xgG jSB B B
and we find
u x F u x q e eyk < x < 2 , x g G j S . .  .e B B
Letting in the previous relation e ª 0, we get
0 - y B s inf u x F u x , x g G , 4 .  .  . B
xgSB
 .and this shows that u x is positive in G .B
 .  . < <  .Since u x F ¨ x for x G B and lim ¨ x s 0 we deduce that< x < ª`
 .lim u x s 0.< x < ª`
w x w xThe improvement with respect to 1 is clear: in 1 we assumed in
addition to the hypothesis of our theorem that w is nondecreasing on R ,q
 . `   .. w xw t ) 0 for t ) 0, and H dsrw s s `. Note also that while in 1 we1
 w xshowed that the condition in 1 g has also to be bounded}although this
.hypothesis is missing there
`
< <s a s q g s ds - ` .  .H
0
guarantees the existence of a positive solution in G for some B G A, weB
 .  .prove now the existence of a positive solution u x with lim u x s 0.< x < ª`
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